This is a free form translation of the original Hebrew article written by the late Amram Kehati. It is mainly intended for people who don't speak and read the Hebrew language. However, most of the references mentioned in the original Hebrew article are referring to Jewish religious literature, dated back to the first centuries AD and even further back. Therefore, for the sake of accuracy, we kept those references written in Hebrew, especially, for Jewish scholars whom Hebrew is not their first language too. However, we urge scholars to refer to the Hebrew version for the sake of accuracy.

This article was translated by Or and Israel Kehati

The late Amram Kehati bibliography and other printed material can be found at 1
http://sites.google.com/site/amramkehati/files
The incantation word "ABRACADABRA" as a gradually diminishing words amulet was used as a magical incantation since the 2nd century AD. It was first mentioned in Serenus Sammonicus book called De Medicina Praecepta. Serenus was a physician to the Roman emperor Caracalla. Serenus prescribes, that the sufferer from the fevers and inflammations diseases, wears an amulet containing the word written in the form of an inverted cone. He explains: as the word diminishes, the hold of the daemon or evil spirit over the patient and the illness together diminish too.

The incantation, according to Serenus, is written on a piece of paper. The patient wears it for nine (9) days. In the morning of the 10th day before sunrise, the patient is standing with his back to a river flowing east and throws the amulet behind his back to the river.

As to the meaning of the incantation word "ABRACADABRA" and why the patient has to wear it for nine days, Serenus doesn't give any explanation.

Some thought that it was composed of the two Hebrew words "ברכה, דברי" (Blessing, Speak) or other Aramaic words. However, any relevance of those words to the incantation procedure is unclear.

On the other hand in the ancient Hebrew mystic religious literature and especially in the Jewish Kabbalah we meet numerous examples of gradually diminishing words used in amulets and incantations for many purposes.

Let's examine few examples:

1. The Hebrew incantation word "משבריר" (פשמיר) appears in the Talmud in few places, it is used for protection against blindness, caused by drinking rivers and lakes water in the nights. The word is written on an amulet in one letter gradually diminishing fashion as follows: שם, בררי, רירי, יר, יר.
2. Rashi (ברש), the most famous Jewish Biblical and Talmud interpreter, says: "It is an incantation, and the daemon diminishes as it hears the diminishing words letter after letter until the "רי" last word.
3. The "ישבריר" word is the Aramaic translation of the Hebrew word "סנוורים" (Blindness). However, according to the Talmud, "ישבריר" is actually the name of the daemon that causes blindness.
4. In the mystic book "ריציאל מלאך" (Raziel the angle) that is referenced to first man "Adam", the Hebrew incantation word "מאבריה" appears as a diminishing words amulet as shown. According to the book, this incantation assists to get an answer to a question – problem that occupies the persons mind, using the night dreams. The incantation is written on vellum and is placed under the head during the night sleep.

5. In the same book appears an incantation which is an odd arrangement of the whole passage "ראשה אלוהים וידֶרֶךְ וּלְדֹת אַרְגֶּנֶם מְלָאך אָדָם" from the Hebrew Scriptures with some added words as shown here:

6. In the 16th century AD Hebrew book "נפתולי אלהים", The verse "לישועתך קוהטי", as a diminishing amulet, is good against daemons that dominate the nights, similar to the incantation against blindness. As to the book instructions, the verse is written in a form of an inverted cone as follows:
7. Further on, the book describes another amulet to treat against fever and he quotes: "One that has a fever should write the following diminishing words amulet on an apple, eats it and the illness will immediately disappear".

8. A well know Hebrew amulet (see, THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA. Amulet subject) that contains the diminishing word incantation " espa דבוק" is:

9. Another famous incantation word in the Jewish Kabbalah is the word "ארמיס" which probably came from the word "ארמיטות" (Romulus) which, according to the Jewish religious literature, refers to the Rome (Esau's nation) – appointed angle in Heaven. The word diminishes as:  "ארמיס – רמיס – מיס – גס – הג – ג".

Therefore, if we carefully look in those incantation examples, we see that all of them diminish from their head letter (most right letter). The first right letter first, then the second right letter and so on. The reason for that procedure is given by one on the most famous Jewish Rabbi in his interpretations for the ancient Hebrew book named "ספר יצירה" (the Book of Creation), and he quotes: "... all incantation words diminish same way as "שריר – מיר – ייר – ריר – ריר – ריר" ... therefore, ends with "רי" which is the last diminished word...".

The ABRACADABRA word is exceptional in the way that it diminishes from its last letter (the most left letter) to its head (the most right letter). However, if we agree that the ABRACADABRA word is a Hebrew word written with Roman letters, it should diminish from its head (the most right letter) up to the most left letter, the same way as all Hebrew incantation words.

---

10 ל scaleY סכמל היוך בقيد" וabler "שופל לסר ציורה, פקד, ב', משנה, ד'. שמם: "כם הלוחשים ההולכים ומק起き כמות – יבורי – נני – זי – ר. כי כל הלוחשים שלישים שלושהוים ולא בטמשו...ולכל מימיםיהם באיתונש...ב(ר) שו"את המיתרג התחתון."
Indeed, it appears that the ABRACADABRA word is a Hebrew word and it should read as: "א ר ב ע–ד א ח–א ר ב ע" from right to left. The ABRACADABRA word when read and pronounced from right to left is phonetically sounds exactly as composed of the three Hebrew words "א ר ב ע", "ד א ח", "א ר ב ע" where "ד א ח" is in fact the Hebrew word "ד א ח" with rearranged letters. The word "ד א ח" was written in purpose as "ד א ח", probably to confuse the daemon, or for some other witchery reasons. When the word was written with Roman letters instead of the Hebrew letters, the order of the diminishing letter procedure was somehow inverted.

The Hebrew word "א ר ב ע" is the word for the number "4" (four) and the Hebrew word "ד א ח" is the word for the number "1" (one).

Therefore, "א ר ב ע" + "ד א ח" + "א ר ב ע" = 4 + 1 + 4 = 9. The same number as the nine (9) days the patient has to wear the amulet, as Serenus testifies.

The number nine (9) which in Hebrew is called "תשעה" or the 9th letter in the Hebrew Alphabet, which is the Hebrew letter "ט" also called "יתט", represents the daemons and dark forces kingdom in the Jewish Kabbalah. As the book "ירזיאל מלאך" (Raziel the angle) quotes: The "ט"… and from it the darkness and the abyss were created. From it the darkness comes upon the world and there the wicked will be judged…".

In the Hebrew book "הממענה" (The Picture) under the letter "ט" subject, it said: "...and its name is "טי" (the Hebrew name for the Hebrew letter "ט") which represents: extermination, according to the Hebrew Scriptures.

The most holy Kabbalah book named "The Zohar" speaks on the number "תשעה" (nine) and its connection with the evil forces, too.13

The Hebrew book "מדרש במדבר רבה" speaks about the daemon named "קטב מריר" with relation to the number "ט".

Greater details as to the connection between the number "תשעה", the daemons and the destroyer angels, we find in the 11th century Hebrew book "ספר חסידים". The book quotes: "A person that was disturbed by a daemon should not speak about it to anyone for whole ten days, otherwise, he will be in great danger, because daemons are grouped "ט, ט"...and when the angle of death comes to the city...".
Further on in the book it said: "and the branch of nut tree in the place where the nuts are hanging there are groups of nine leaves, ... and the daemons stay there...and the daemons are grouped together (nine, nine) and so the forest bandits are grouped (nine).

Whom that was damaged by a daemon or an evil spirit, can be cured by daemon or an evil spirit and wants to be cured, shall silently chant the incantation times (9 times) ...". Or he can use "nine" (nine) wooden chips taken from (nine) bridges, each chip from a gate of a different city. The patient should wear the wooden chips on his neck. Because daemons are grouped together (nine, nine) it is dangerous to sleep under a nut tree...and the same danger is when one meets in the night, an unholy creature such as a dog, cat or a mice, etc. that are born blind and can't see for (nine) days...".

Rabbi Hirtz Tribish in his book "אachusetts אלוהים" says: "...and some called the "שתה" by the name "שתה" that is the same as the word "שתה" which means: to kill" (he was referring to the German phonetic word TÖTE which means to kill).

A common practice in Eastern Europe was to cancel the influence of the "Evil Eye" by the burning of nine wood chips and them in water, which the patient should drink. The same applies with nine bread pieces, at the same time, counting backward three times from nine to one (nine, eight, seven, etc.).

To summarize, with the gradually diminish of the number nine (9), the daemon whom it represents is gradually diminished and eliminated.

As regard to the debated incantation we could not use and diminish the Hebrew word "שתה", because it contains only four letters. As Serenus testifies, only in the morning of the 10th day the patient gets rid of the incantation and the illness. Therefore, we need ten (10) diminishing actions, to diminish one letter each day, which means, one action each day.

Therefore, the "$א ר ב ע–א ח ד–א ר ב ע$" word was created. It sums up to the number nine (9), same as the Hebrew word "שתה". It contains eleven (11) letters that enable the ten (10) diminishing actions, one letter for each of the ten days.

This may be the secret for the rule of the daemon named "קתב מרירי" as explained in the Hebrew book "מדרש מעדבר רא" that was mentioned earlier.
The incantation is definitely a Hebrew incantation and it was originated in the Holy Land (Israel). Serenus, probably learned about it while following his master, in one of the many Roman army invasions to Syria and Israel.